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Editor: Foncy Hobbins

FROM THE CHAIR—Mark Burkley
The club has certainly been busy lately and
in order to reduce the pressure on the
instructors we have decided on a few new
measures1. To increase cost of vouchers to
€120
2. We welcome back instructor Shane
McMahon for Sunday instruction
initially.
These measures we hope will lessen the
burden on instructors and we will monitor
the situation as I mentioned in a recent
email.
Thanks as always to those who have
helped to answer emails, phone messages
from the public-much appreciated and to
Oisin Tierney for organising the club
sports tops. I picked up mine yesterdaylooks really well!
Finally, after years of flying Alpha Mike I
got to fly a Cessna 172 simulator last
week, courtesy of Trevor Young who
kindly let me have a go of their new sim in
the school of engineering at UL. After
setting me up on a 3 mile final for
Shannon and lulling me into a false sense
of security he then turned on
thunderstorms and a howling cross wind to
make it more interesting! The sim will be
used for tech students of aeronautical
engineering and is definitely a much more
interesting way to learn than reading from
a whiteboard.

…………………………… …..
VISITOR-This Aeroprakt 22L dropped into
Coonagh recently all the way from a private
strip in Dungannon, Co.Tyrone. The owner
built himself in less than a year. Nice machine,
designed and manufactured in the Ukraine.
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Q2. You are at the club and you—
‘Roll it up and squeeze it tight
Your precious loot drops out of sight’--where to?

QUIZ1st Prize=€75
2nd Prize=€50
All in Flying Credit!
Fully paid up members only.
•
•

HOW TO ENTERAnswer the following questions and
return your answers to me at the
email address below.

•

SEND YOUR ENTRY TO ME AT-

•

ajhobbins@gmail.com

•
•

NO Entries after that date
-EMAILS ONLY PLEASE.

………………………………………………...
Q3. Where would you find this in Limerick?
Accurate answer please. Clue -nearer than you
think!

by14th NOVEMBER………………………………………………
Q4. The Shannon actual forecast states-‘ few
at 1700 feet’- few what?
………………………………………………

Q1. The tall white building on your right on
base leg for runway 28 at Coonagh is what?

Q5. If you file a plan for Sligo airport-what
would you enter on the form?
………………………………………………
Q6. What do the letters IAA stand for?
……………………………………………….
Q7. ROTAX engines power our Tecnamswhere are they manufactured?
……………………………………………..
………………………………………………..
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OSKOSH 2018- Mal Evans

Q8. At what airport is this control tower
located?

A few weeks before attending Oskosh I
had no idea I was going until my son, an
airline captain invited me to join him on a
trip to what is the world’s biggest airshow,
my answer was ‘yes’ so arrangements
were to meet at the Maldron Hotel, Dublin
airport. The following morning, we
departed to Chicago where on arrival we
had a 170-mile drive to Oskosh in the state
of Wisconsin where we had rented a house
for five nights within walking distance of
the terminal at Whitman Field where the
show is based.

.
………………………………………………

Some idea of what Oskosh is-1,400 plus
acres-about the size of Limerick City.
10,000 plus aircraft visit Whitman Field
plus a couple of other nearby airfields.
64 controllers, 12 on duty at any given
time manning various frequencies.

Q9.An aircraft has been flying around Ireland
during this year-doing what?
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
First Solo!

Congrats to William Gaule on his recent first
solo-a day to remember! He is pictured here
with his instructor Brendan Beegan.
………………………………………………
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At the busiest time landing on average
more than two aircraft a minute, 550
volunteers helping out around. 50 Buses
circulating for free rides, also a couple
dozen trams (open 30 odd seat trailers,
tractor towed which are available 6am11pm.

managed to shed nearly 10kg of weight.
We completely replaced the entire
electrical system in the plane and added a
JPI-830 engine monitor. With the engine
back in early August we got it installed
and I was just able to get 11 hours of
flying for the break-in before disassembly
and loading for Reno.

Despite using the supplied transport, I
managed to average 11,3 miles per day
according to the phone app.
Highlights- accompanying my son, he got
us both media passes so we were
welcomed everywhere. A tour of the air
show in a Bell 47 helicopter (ex Vietnam
War-I took a short video on my phone. A
visit to Stoddard Hamilton stand to see
their latest model-having built two of their
aircraft-a Glassair and a Glastar. And
many other things too numerous to
mention but then only about one tenth of
what is available to see. The trip back to
Dublin was uneventful if tiring. Oh! And I
was one of nearly 800,000visitors to
Oskosh this year. And finally, the cost of
the trip? No idea-my son picked up the tab.
Thanks!
…………………………………………….

LFC member, Paul Keane flew out to
Tennessee to meet up with me and help
with the disassembly and journey to Reno.
We spent three long days driving across
nine states, covering 3,600km. We arrived
and immediately set about reassembling
and rigging the Pitts. Following a brief
flight and slight rigging adjustment we
were ready for the tech inspection. That
went smoothly and I was then able to fly
on the racecourse for FAA-mandated Gtolerance laps. While on the racecourse we
ran some pretty fast laps., typically
showing a 194mph average for the lap. On
the straightaway we were normally seeing
around 208mph.
Monday morning qualifying saw smooth
air and this helped us to earn a P4
qualifying position amongst 16 biplane
competitors. The first Heat races on
Wednesday were cancelled for all
competitors due to high winds, gusting to
34 knots. The Thursday Heat saw us
starting and finishing in the P4 position. It
felt really good to be back in the groove
racing wingtip to wingtip with the others. I
had close competition from Eric Zine and
David Roelofs in their Pitts but managed
to hold onto 4th position.

RENO AIR RACESam Swift & Paul Keane
September capped off my third year as a
competitor in the National Championship
Air Races that are held in Reno, Nevada
(commonly referred to as the Reno Air
Races). In the off-season we had to
overhaul the engine due to failure last year.
While the engine was away we also
decided to put the Pitts on a diet and
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Unfortunately, we weren’t getting as much
RPM as I had hoped for and the engine

HAVE PPL- GO TRAVEL---- Foncy
Hobbins
You have finally got that precious PPL
after long hours of weather frustration and
wondering if you would ever pass that
flight test. But you did so what now? Do
not stop flying as some do, now is your
chance to fly around this lovely country of
hours and sample the delights of landing at
airfields and airports throughout the
country and beyond. Why not start at
Shannon Airport right next door, ten
minutes flying time if only to improve
your radio skills and do some touch and
go’s on the mighty 06/24 runway and
enjoy the majestic sight of the Shannon
Estuary laid out below you! Just file a plan
and they will look after you.

temps were quite warm. The same
happened in the Hear race on Friday.
Saturday was a day off for those of us in
the Gold Races (fastest eight competitors).
This gave us the opportunity to take a
breather and enjoy watching some of the
other classes race. On Sunday, the final
Biplane Gold event started bright and
early. We picked up some engine RPM
and the plane was humming along. Again,
we started and finished P4, thankfully with
no mechanical issues all week.
It was a tremendous accomplishment and
honour to be able to fly in the Races and to
finish 4th in the Gold amongst that level of
talent from all over the country. We are
looking forward to the off-season with a
working airplane that we can test a few
mods. We are hoping for an additional 510mph out of the plane for next year and
even more weight reduction. Thank you so
much to the Limerick Flying Club for your
support and friendship. It truly means a lot
to us!
……………………………………………

Now is your chance to gain experience by
planning a trip, maybe with a fellow PPL
to share the costs and land at an away
airfield, such as Birr(EIBR) for instance,
not more than forty minutes flying time
from Coonagh. Enjoy the sight, maybe of
low lying fog like below underneath you
on the lakes above Killaloe en-route
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And prepare to look out for your first sight
of a new airfield for you as there it is just
outside of Birr town as you call overhead
on their frequency of 122.950. A new
place, new people to meet and a rare
machine like this unusual Grob 150 motor
glider that had flown-Oxford-ScotlandNewtownards-Birr- there’s a trip for you!

You should pay a visit as it’s only thirtyfive minutes flight time. I suggest you
route-Coonagh-Killmallock-KanturkRathcoole if you want to stay outside the
Shannon zone. Give Denis Crowley a
ring(086-8189400) to let him know you
are coming and for airfield information.
Keep an eye out for high ground beyond
the airfield. Why not route from there
directly west to Kerry airport (EIKY) you
may have been here already with your
instructor, this time on your own? Great
experience? That’s two new airports for
your log book. And don’t forget Ardfert
airfield is only a hop from there and anothe
r decent strip. Fly back up the estuary, a
grand experience.
You have that PPL, use it-go travel!

Rathcoole airfield (EIRT) in North
Cork has just got a facelift and is not a
sleepy hollow anymore, with a fine new
clubhouse on site and nicely cut grass
runway, 09/27 450metres long and soon to
be home to the AMES ambulance
helicopter will be based there.
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